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Abstract
Tracking low resolution (LR) targets is a practical yet quite challenging problem in real video analysis
applications. Lacking of discriminative details in the visual appearance of the LR target leads to the
matching ambiguity, which confronts most existing tracking methods. Though artificially enhancing the
video resolution by super resolution (SR) techniques before analyzing might be an option, the high
demanding of computational cost can hardly meet the requirements of tracking scenario. This paper
presents a novel solution to track LR targets without explicitly performing SR. This new approach is
based on discriminative metric preservation that preserves the data affinity structure in the high resolution
(HR) feature space for effective and efficient matching of LR images. Besides, we substantialize this new
approach in a solid case study of differential tracking under metric preservation, and derive a closedform solution to motion estimation for LR video. In addition, this paper extends the basic linear metric
preservation method to a more powerful nonlinear kernel metric preservation method. Such a solution to
LR target tracking is discriminative, robust and efficient. Extensive experiments validate the entrustments
and effectiveness of the proposed approach, and demonstrate the improved performance of the proposed
method in tracking LR targets.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Many real video analysis applications have to use low resolution videos, mainly because of the practical
limitations from video storage and transmission. In such videos, as shown in Fig. 1(a), the object of interest
is generally imaged in tens of pixels, and the fine details of its visual appearances are lost. Since most
visual features or visual primitives cannot be reliably extracted from these LR videos, it is very difficult,
if not impossible, to analyze such LR targets.
This has largely confronted one of the key components in visual tracking, i.e., matching the target’s
visual appearances over time. For the example (i.e., the horseman) as shown Fig. 1(a), most conventional
tracking approaches cannot be applied here, because it is almost impossible to extract the shape [1],
contour [2], color [3] features to represent the LR target. In addition, due to the loss of visual details, the
discrimination power is also lost so that the matching of LR appearances becomes quite inaccurate and
sensitive to noise. For the example in Fig. 1, we directly match the LR target (depicted in the bounding
box) in the LR image frames, and show the sum-of-squared-differences (SSD) matching score surface in
Fig. 1(b). It is evident that this matching surface is flat and has many similar modes, implying that there
are many false positive matches. Consequently, it largely plagues the matching and tracking process.

(a)
Fig. 1.

(b)

(c)

An illustration of matching difference in LR and HR. (a)The illustration of the target of interest in both high and low

resolution images. The top-left sub-image indicates the target in HR, the top-right sub-image represents the target in LR, and
the bottom sub-image shows the whole image frame in LR, (b) the matching score in LR, (c) the matching score in HR.

An intuitive way to cope with this challenge is to artificially increase the resolution of such LR
videos first through image super resolution (SR) techniques as a preprocessing, and then perform visual
tracking over the reconstructed HR videos. However, converting LR videos to HR is a quite difficult underconstrained problem, because the SR process needs to fill in the lost information by using prior knowledge
as the regularization. In general, the prior knowledge can be explicitly predefined regularization [4], or can
be implicitly stipulated by training examples and obtained through learning [5], [6], [7]. Although great
progress has been made, SR still remains a challenging problem itself, and most existing SR methods
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are quite computationally prohibitive and time consuming.
Rather than performing SR as a preprocessing step before video analysis, it is natural and interesting
to ask: can we track the low resolution targets without explicit super resolution? To the best of our
knowledge, there has been very limited study on this issue. This paper presents a new attempt to answer
this question, and provides a simple yet elegant and efficient solution to tracking LR targets.
We call the new idea behind the proposed solution metric preservation that preserves the data affinity
structure in the HR feature space for matching LR targets. Like most learning-based SR methods, the
prior knowledge we use here is implicitly conveyed through a set of training examples of LR-HR pairs.
Denote a LR data vector by xi ∈ RL , and its corresponding HR feature vector by yi ∈ RH . To make
the matching discriminative, the training data are supervised, i.e., we have both positive and negative
examples for the target and non-target, respectively. There is a good faith assumption that the quality
of matching in HR is good. This is a reasonable assumption, because the HR data have the complete
information for matching. If good matching cannot be obtained even in the HR data, we do not expect it
can be achieved at LR. As shown in Fig. 1(c), the HR matching surface is more discriminative than the
LR one, and the matching is much less ambiguous. Then we have a good metric DH (yi , yj ) to measure
the distances among HR feature vectors, at least we can easily specify it based on the given labeled HR
training data (this is our knowledge). Going back to the LR space RL , any predefined metric in RL in
general is not likely to give good matching performance. But, if we are able to adjust the metric in RL ,
such that we can preserve the HR metric, i.e.,
′

DL (xi , xj ) = DH (yi , yj ),
′

where DL (xi , xj ) is the adjusted metric in RL , then we can directly perform high-quality matching in
the LR space RL , without explicitly examining the HR space through SR.
In this paper, we propose a specific method for metric preservation by learning an optimal Mahanalobis
metric which can largely preserve the affinity of the HR feature space for matching LR image patches.
In addition, we integrate metric preservation with differential tracking to derive a closed-form solution
to motion estimation for LR video. Due to the supervised metric preservation, the proposed method
allows accurate and discriminative matching in LR data. As this method does not need explicit SR, it
is computationally very efficient. Because the training data can be collected on-the-fly, the learning of
metric preservation can naturally be adaptive over the video.
The novelties of the this work include the following aspects: (1) it proposes a new learning method,
called metric preservation, to preserve the data affinity structure in two related feature spaces. (2) It
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integrates the metric preservation mechanism into LR target tracking. This method is substantialized in a
solid case study of differential tracking, and leads to a closed-form solution to motion estimation for LR
target tracking. (3) It extends the basic linear metric preservation method to a more powerful nonlinear
kernel metric preservation method. (4) It provides a new attempt to solve the SR problem by metric
preservation. This paper is concentrated on the study of LR motion analysis that bypasses the explicit
SR process. Although we include some results of SR, they just serve as the validation of our metric
preservation approach, and SR is not a major focus of this paper.
The organization of this paper is as follows. After a brief introduction to the related works in Sec. II,
the main methodology of metric preservation in both linear and nonlinear forms is presented in Sec III.
The integration of metric preservation and differential tracking is described in Sec IV. The kernel metric
preservation method and its integration to the differential tracking is introduced in Sec V. The experimental
results are reported in Sec. VI followed by the conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND
In LR videos, detailed visual information is missing. Normally, the target is imaged in a limited
number of pixels. In addition, the target and the nearby background pixels might be mingled together.
Consequently, most visual features and primitives cannot be reliably extracted to represent the objects of
interest, and fail most visual tracking methods. For example, point tracking methods [8], [9] that detect
and match salient points usually require high quality video frames when computing salient local features.
Unfortunately, this is not viable in LR videos. Shape [10], [11] and contour [12], [13] based tracking
methods basically depend on accurate localization of image edges. However, due to the mixing of the
target and the background, clear image edges cannot always be expected. For segmentation-based tracking
methods [14], [15], LR videos can hardly provide sufficient information for good object segmentation.
Another common issue in LR videos is the loss of fine details on the targets. Only a rough impression
of the target can be obtained in LR videos. As a result, the discrimination power to separate the target
from the clutter background or distracters is crippled. In the literature, there are some learning-based
tracking methods that attempt to find the best decision boundary between the target and non-target [16],
[17], [18], [19]. These methods works fine when the training samples have enough resolution. However,
when the discrimination power of the training data is reduced due to the loss of information in LR, the
effectiveness of such learning-based methods will be significantly degraded.
SR aims to produce HR images from LR inputs. A straightforward way to tackle the tracking problems
in LR videos mentioned above is to enhance the resolution of the LR videos by SR techniques as the
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preprocessing step. The goal of SR is to recover the missing HR details that do not exist in any given LR
images. To achieve this, additional assumptions and priors have to be used. SR can be roughly divided
into two categories: one is multi-image SR, and the other is single-image SR. While multi-image SR [20]
focuses on generating the HR image based on a set of related LR images, single-image SR [5] synthesizes
HR images based on the knowledge learnt from the training LR-HR image pairs. Solving the SR problem
is in general computationally demanding. This does not make explicit SR an attractive choice for realtime visual tracking applications. However, inspired by the example-based SR methods [5], [6], [7] that
learn the mapping from LR to HR, our proposed method implicitly incorporates SR in matching to track
LR targets. To the best of our knowledge, there has been very limited research in the literature on this
topic. This work is arguably the first of its kind to approach to this problem.
Globerson and Roweis propose a metric learning method in [21] based on an intuition that a good
metric means to collapse the training data points in the same class to a single point, and to project those
in different class infinitely away. By using this metric learning method, [22] proposes a method named
TUDAMM, to integrate the appearance modeling and motion estimation together in an ExpectationMaximization(EM) like algorithm.
In our method, as well as [23], given the set of LR-HR training pairs, it attempts to preserve the metric
in HR instead of separating the positive and negative training data apart as in [21]. Meanwhile, different
from finding the essential differences in object appearance to separate the foreground from background
in [22], our method focuses on the visual measurement and matching function, rather than the object
representation.
We further clarify the difference between Globerson and Roweis’ metric learning method in [21] and
our proposed method of metric preservation. Globerson and Roweis’ method attempts to enlarge the
discrimination between the positive and negative data by mapping them to two discrete values. It neither
preserves the structure of the data space, nor proves to have good convergence property. If this method
is simply used for tracking LR targets, due to the lack of detailed visual information to discriminate
the target from the false positives, the tracker is still unable to give good performance. On the contrary,
our method not only preserves the affinity structure of the HR space that provides extra information for
matching, but also enhances the discrimination between the target and the distracters through manipulating
the HR data affinity based on the labeling information. This is the essential difference between [21] and
our metric preservation method.
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Fig. 2.

The illustration of Metric Preservation.

III. M ETRIC P RESERVATION
A. Formulation
As a general problem, suppose we have two feature spaces α and β . {xi } and {yi } represent the
feature vectors in feature spaces α and β , respectively. Assume we have a set of training pairs {(xi , yi )},
where yi ∈ β is the correspondence of xi ∈ α.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, for a correspondence data pair (xi , yi ), they may be surrounded by different
data points in their own feature spaces. We seek for an optimal transformation that maps the space α to
a transformed space γ , such that the metric in feature space β can be preserved in γ . This mapping can
be linear or nonlinear. We call this process metric preservation.
Let’s start from the linear case. Without any prior knowledge, we assume the metric in feature space
α to be Euclidean, i.e.,
Dα (xi , xj ) = (xi − xj )T (xi − xj ).

When the space α is linearly mapped to γ , then the metric in γ can be represented in a Mahalanobis
form, i.e.,
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Dγ (xi , xj ) = (Axi − Axj )T (Axi − Axj )
= (xi − xj )T S(xi − xj ),

(1)

where S = AT A has to be a positive semi-definite (PSD) matrix. We call S the transformation kernel.
Moreover, the transformation kernel S can vary for the specific feature space α and β . And the
transformed feature space γ is not necessary to have the same dimension as feature space α or β . In
other words, the original feature space α can be embedded into a lower dimensional feature space γ
while preserving the metric in the space β .
In this paper, we treat the LR and HR data set as a specific case study of this general metric preservation
problem. We let LR data space be the space α, and HR feature space be the space β . And denote a LR
image patch by a vector xi , and its corresponding HR image patch by yi .
Given the data set {yi }, the structure of the space HR is largely stipulated by the affinity matrix of
this data set. For example, we can use:

wij = exp(−

(yi − yj )T (yi − yj )
).
2σ1

(2)

As a matter of fact, as this affinity in HR is given as the input for metric preservation, it can be
arbitrarily specified by the user as long as it highlights the differences among data and exaggerates the
discrimination among different classes.
To reflect the relative connectivity among data points, we perform the following normalization for the
△

HR affinity matrix P = [pij ], where
wij
,
k̸=i wik

pij = ∑

and

pii = 0,

(3)

such that pij is a distribution that represents the nearest neighbor probability from one data point to
another.
Similarly, we can also construct the affinity of the LR data set {xi }, in the transformed space γ , with
△

respect to a transformation kernel S. This leads to a matrix U = [usij ], where
uSij = exp(−

(xi − xj )T S(xi − xj )
).
2σ2

(4)

△

s ], where
After normalization, we have a normalized affinity Qs = [qij
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S
qij
=∑

uSij
S
k̸=i uik

,

and

qii = 0.

(5)

Accordingly, QS describes the affinity structure in transformed LR space γ .
Here, the affinity QS cannot be arbitrary, as it is determined by the transformation kernel S. Now, the
metric preservation problem is formulated as the following minimization problem:
S∗ = arg min D(P, QS ),

(6)

S

where D(·, ·) measures the difference between P and QS .
B. Linear Metric Preservation Method
To pursue a matrix S such that QS is as close as possible to P, we choose the distance function D(·, ·)
in Eq. 6 to be the KL divergence:

S∗ = arg min D(P, QS ) = arg min
S

S

∑

∑
ij

(7)

ij

S ∈ P SD

s.t.

Denoted by f (S) ,

S
KL[pij |qij
],

S ], we have:
KL[pij |qij

f (S) =

∑
ij

pij log pij −

∑

S
pij log qij
.

(8)

ij

Differentiating f (S) with respect to the transformation kernel S yields a gradient rule that we can use
for minimizing the objective function:
∇f (S) =

1 ∑
(pij − qij )(xi − xj )(xi − xj )T
2σ2

(9)

ij

St+1 ← St − ϵ∇f (St )

(10)

Since S has to be PSD, at each iteration, we project matrix S back onto the PSD cone after gradient
descent. This projection is performed by ignoring the components with negative eigenvalues after the
eigenvalue decomposition of matrix S. The eigenvalue decomposition of S is:
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S=

∑

λk uk uTk ,

(11)

k

where λk is the eigenvalue of S, and uk is its corresponding eigenvector. Removing the components of
negative eigenvalues, we have:
′

S =

∑

max(λk , 0)uk uTk

(12)

k

′

St+1 ←

∑

max(λk , 0)uk uTk .

(13)

k

We alternate the gradient descent in Eq. 10 and the PSD projection in Eq. 13 until convergence for
linear metric preservation.
IV. D IFFERENTIAL T RACKING UNDER L INEAR M ETRIC P RESERVATION
A. Motion Estimation under Linear Metric Preservation
We denote an LR video frame at time t by I(x, y, t). Following the concept in [24], the velocity of
a pixel is

v=[

∂x ∂y T
, ] = [vx , vy ]t .
∂t ∂t

(14)

By assuming constant brightness, we have the following optical flow constraint:
∂I
∂I
∂I
vx +
vy +
= 0.
∂x
∂y
∂t

(15)

Let’s consider the optical flow in a small window Ω that observes N pixels. We stack all the pixels in
Ω:
I = [I1 , I2 , · · · , IN ]T .

(16)

With the transformation kernel S = AT A, the objective function of solving the optical flow is:
V∗ = arg min ∥A[It+1 (v) − It ]∥2 .
v

(17)

We define by :
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B,


∂I1
∂x1

..
.

∂IN
∂xN

b , −[

∂I1
∂y1

..
.







∂IN
∂yN

(18)
N ×2

∂I1
∂IN T
,··· ,
]
.
∂t
∂t N ×1

(19)

The necessary condition of solving Eq. 17 is given by
BT AT ABv = BT AT Ab.

(20)

Then, the flow under metric preservation is obtained by:
v = (BT SB)−1 BT Sb.

(21)

The accurate matching can be found by performing a linear search along the computed motion direction.
This is straightforward, because we can simply compute the matching between two LR patches xi and
xj without explicitly performing SR:
D(xi , xj ) = (xi − xj )T S(xi − xj ).

This is equal to measuring the distance in a transformed feature space γ that preserves the metric of
the HR feature space. By doing so, a large amount of computation is saved, while keeping the same
performance as if it were done in the HR space.
B. Algorithm Overview
Figure 3 gives an overview of metric preservation for tracking LR targets in our proposed approach.
Our approach has three major components:
•

Training samples collection. The off-line process collects supervised training samples in both LR
and its corresponding HR video frames. We have two classes of data sets, positive and negative
ones. We collect small image patches in the target region as positive training samples, and those on
the background as negative ones, as shown at the top-left in Fig. 3.

•

Measure adjustment for metric preservation. Given the training samples(top-right in Fig. 3), we
compute the data affinity of the HR training samples, and learn an optimal transformation (bottomleft of Fig. 3). It projects the LR training samples to a new feature space, where the metric in the
HR space is largely preserved, as described in Sec. III.
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Fig. 3.

•

The illustration of metric preservation for low resolution visual tracking.

Motion estimation and target localization. Metric preservation helps preserve the affinity in the HR
feature space, and tackle the LR tracking problem without explicitly performing SR. We employ
the learned transformation matrix to estimate the motion and localize the target, as described in
Sec. IV-A.
V. D IFFERENTIAL T RACKING UNDER K ERNEL M ETRIC P RESERVATION

A. Kernel Metric Preservation Method
For those situations that cannot be handled by the linear metric preservation method, we employ
the kernel trick to generalize the linear method to a nonlinear metric preservation method. Although
in practice the linear metric preservation method generally works well in many cases, there exist cases
where such a linear method is confronted. In these cases, no matter what linear projections we use, the
projected data can hardly preserve the affinity of HR in transformed LR feature space. Therefore, we
cannot find a plausible linear projection in such cases. We demonstrate the effectiveness for using kernel
metric learning in Fig. 4, where the left column shows the data distribution, and the right column is the
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Fig. 4.

The demonstration of the effectiveness of kernel metric preservation, where the left column represents the data

distribution, and the right column represents the corresponding affinity matrix. The green dots represent the positive training
samples, and the orange triangles represent the negative training samples.

corresponding affinity matrix. As shown in Fig. 4, the positive and negative training data in LR cannot
be linearly separated as they are in HR. To preserve the HR affinity in LR, a feasible method is to project
those training data into a higher dimension based on a kernel function.
To tackle these nonlinear cases in practice, we design the kernel metric preservation method. Kernel
metric preservation approaches the problem by mapping the original LR data xi to a higher dimensional
or even an infinite dimensional feature space, and aiming to find a linear metric in the new space to
achieve our objective function. This learned kernel metric is more powerful to preserve the affinity. In
addition, since the mapping can be quite general, e.g., not necessary to be linear, the kernel metric
preservation method can be quite general as well.
In order to learn a Mahalanobis distance metric in a high, possibly infinite, dimensional feature space,
by a nonlinear mapping ϕ. We restrict our analysis to nonlinear maps ϕ for which there exists a kernel
function k that can be used to compute the inner product without carrying out the nonlinear mapping
explicitly, such that k(xi , xj ) = ϕ(xi )T ϕ(xj ).
Let Φ = [ϕ(x1 ), ϕ(x2 ), · · · , ϕ(xn )]T ∈ Rn×l , where n is the number of data points in the training set, l
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is the dimension of the projected feature space, and l might be infinite. We consider the parametrization of
A in the form A = ΛΦ, where A ∈ Rd×l is a linear combination of feature vectors in high(or infinite)

dimensional feature space. Define ki = Φϕ(xi ) = [k(x1 , xi ), . . . , k(xn , xi )]T , and kij = ki − kj .
Substituting input vector xi by its non-linear mapping ϕ(xi ) in Eq.1, the Mahalanobis distance in the
nonlinearly transformed space is:
uϕ (xi , xj ) = kTij ΛT Λkij .

(22)

This means that we do not need to explicitly identify the non-linear transform ϕ(x) before computing
uϕ . Even if ϕ(x) may project the original data into an infinite dimensional space, as Λd×n is finite, it is

still feasible to compute uϕ .
By using the Mahalanobis distance in the nonlinear kernel space, similarly, we define L = ΛT Λ, and
rewrite Eq.5
L
qij
=∑

exp(−kTij ΛT Λkij )

T T
k̸=i exp(−kik Λ Λkik )

.

(23)

Considering the notation in Eq.8, we have:

f (L) =

∑

pij log pij −

ij

=

∑

∑

L
pij log qij

ij

pij log pij

ij

−

∑

pij log ∑

ij

exp(−kTij Lkij )
T
k̸=i exp(−kik Lkik )

.

(24)

The gradient of this objective function is:
∇f (L) =

1 ∑
(pij − qij )kij kTij .
2σ

(25)

ij

Lt+1 ← Lt − ϵ∇f (Lt ).

(26)

The same as in the linear metric preservation method, PSD projection is needed in this kernel method
as well. The eigenvalue decomposition of L is:

L=

∑

δk vk vkT ,

(27)

k
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where δk is the eigenvalue of L, and vk is the eigenvector of L.
Discarding the components of negative eigenvalues we have:

L=

∑

max(δk , 0)vk vkT .

(28)

k

′

Lt+1 ←

∑

max(λk , 0)vk vkT .

(29)

k

We alternate the gradient descent in Eq. 26 and the PSD projection in Eq. 29 until convergence for
kernel metric preservation.
B. Motion Estimation under Kernel Metric Preservation
Following the notations in Eq. 17, under the kernel metric preservation, the objective function of motion
estimation is:

V∗ = arg min ∥A[ϕ(It+1 (v)) − ϕ(It )]∥2
v

= arg min ∥Λ[k(x1 , It+1 (v)), · · · k(xn , It+1 (v))]T
v

− Λ[k(x1 , It ), · · · k(xn , It )]T ∥2 .

(30)

According to the Taylor expansion, we have:
′

k(xi , It+1 (v)) = k(xi , It ) + k (xi , It )(Bv − b).

(31)

Suppose we employ the RBF kernel here,we have:
∥xi − It ∥2
1
′
k (xi , It ) = √
exp(−
)[xi − It ]T .
2σ 2
2πσ 3

(32)

Denote by:


′

k (x1 , It )

 ′
 k (x2 , It )
F=
..


.

′
k (xn , It )





.




(33)

By solving Eq. 30, we have:
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BT FT LFBv = BT FT LFb.

(34)

Then, the motion under kernel metric preservation is obtained by:
v = (BT FT LFB)−1 BT FT LFb.

(35)

This motion information can be easily used to located the target in the LR video.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
This section reports our experiment results that validate the effectiveness of the proposed metric
preservation method for tracking LR targets. The size of videos we used for experiments is 60 × 80
pixels on average. Normally, the target sizes are less than 50 pixels in total.
The experiments in this section are grouped into 4 parts. We explain the training process and convergence study of the training method firstly. After that, we explicitly demonstrate the effectiveness of
metric preservation in both matching and tracking. The tracking results under linear metric preservation
are shown in the third part. And then the tracking results of kernel method are given in the fourth part.
In all our experiments, the tracker is initialized through manually selecting of the image region of
interest on the target in the first frame. The gradient descent parameter ϵ is set to be 0.1 in all the
experiments.
To have a fair comparison, our experiments are focused on the evaluation of metric preservation, rather
than resorting to the efforts of tracking by detection methods [25]. In addition, although template updating
can be easily achieved and integrated in our method by employing the algorithm proposed in [26], it is
not a major point of this paper. So we do not report the experiments of combining template updating in
our tracking approach.
A. The training Process and the Convergence Study of Metric Preservation
1) Training Process: Our training data is a set of labeled LR-HR patch pairs. Some of the image
patches are from the target, and the others are from the background. LR patches (3 × 3 pixels) are
represented by LR features and HR patches (9 × 9 pixels) by HR features. We aim to find a transformed
LR space such that its affinity structure is the closest to that in the HR space.
We have off-line collected a training video database, including 200 LR video clips, and their corresponding HR ones. Based on this database, we extracted 100,000 image patch pairs, and obtained 4,000
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Fig. 5.

A demonstration of the rate of convergence on different sequences. The first row shows the test videos, and second

row represents the convergency result of metric preservation.

representative ones by K-means clustering in the HR space. Using these 4,000 training data, we perform
metric preservation. This large data set is representative enough. Testing data (i.e., video to perform LR
tracking) are from other 20 different video clips. It is clear that once the metric is learned, tracking is
simply performed on the available LR video (and the corresponding HR video is neither available, nor
needed).
Besides this off-line procedure, we also have an alternative on-line scheme. Although it is not practical
to perform super-resolution on every single LR frames before tracking, for a given video, it is viable to
do it for the initial several frames (e.g., 5-10 frames). In this way, we can collect both LR-HR pairs for
training. Then the rest of the video frames are used for testing. Different from our off-line scheme that
aims to find a generic metric, this learnt specific metric is only good for the specific video clip where
the training data are collected.
2) The Convergence Study of Metric Preservation: Convergence is an important issue in the gradient
descent procedure in metric preservation. Fig. 5 gives examples of convergence on different LR videos.
The first row in Fig. 5 indicates the test video frames. The second row gives the convergence study
of the metric preservation method, where the x-axis represents the number of iterations, and the y-axis
represents the output of Eq. 8. From this study, we have two observations. First, in all the cases, our
method is able to converge after a finite number of iterations. Second, our method converges rapidly.
Normally, our method converges within 4-6 iterations.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. A demonstration shows the effectiveness of metric preservation. (a)Target of interest for matching, (b)first row indicates
the best four matches without metric preservation, second row shows the best four matches after metric preservation.

B. The Effectiveness of Metric Preservation
1) The Effectiveness of Metric Preservation on matching: Matching is one of the critical components
for visual tracking. In order to clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of metric preservation, in Fig. 6, we
present the matching results with and without metric preservation. Fig. 6(a) shows the target of interest
at time t. In this video, there are several similar objects in the close vicinity of the target of interest. The
first row in Fig. 6(b) shows the best four matches in this video frame without metric preservation at time
t + 1. We represent the matching without metric preservation by:
D(xi , xj ) = (xi − xj )T (xi − xj ).

By introducing transformation kernel S, the second row in Fig. 6(b) shows the best four matches with
metric preservation at time t + 1. We represent the matching with metric preservation by:
D(xi , xj ) = (xi − xj )T S(xi − xj ).

It’s clear in Fig. 6(b) that with the help of metric preservation, the best matching are all located very
close to the true location, while the matching without metric preservation are all false positives. This
example well demonstrates the effectiveness of metric preservation in matching.
2) A Demonstration of Motion Field: To further justify the effectiveness of metric preservation in
motion estimation, we provide a demonstration of estimating the entire motion field using the Toy
sequence. The target of interest is shown in Fig. 7(a), and the estimated motion field with metric
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. A demonstration of motion estimation under metric preservation. (a)Target of interest, (b)Motion estimation with metric
preservation, (c) Motion estimation without metric preservation.

presentation is shown in Fig. 7(b), and that without metric preservation in Fig. 7(c). It is obvious that
the method with metric preservation reports a much more accurate estimation of the motion field for LR
video.
3) A Demonstration of Super Resolution: Although our tracking method eliminates the needs of explicit
SR, the proposed metric preservation approach is able to perform SR. To validate metric preservation, it
is helpful to check the synthesized HR so as to evaluate the quality of the learned metric.
Given a set of HR training vectors {y1 , · · · , yn }, and its corresponding LR training vectors {x1 , · · · , xn },
where n is the total number of training samples. Based on these training data, our method learns a
transformed feature space parameterized by matrix A. In this transformed feature space, the affinity in
HR have been kept for LR.
In SR reconstruction, for each given LR image patch p, we find its k nearest neighbors in the
transformed feature space (determined by the transform matrix A). We denote them by N = {x1 , . . . , xk },
△

and collect them into a data matrix N = [x1 , . . . , xk ]. Now, we want to find the best set of weights that
give the best local linear reconstruction of p based on these nearest neighbors. Then the objective function
for local linear reconstruction is:

w∗ = arg min ∥p −
w

s.t.

∑

wj xj ∥2

(36)

j∈N

if xj ∈
/N
∑
and
wj = 1,

wij = 0

j

where w = [w1 , . . . , wn ]T .
To solve this constrained least-squares fitting problem, for all xt ∈ N , we introduce a local covariance
matrix C,
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Cik = (p − xi )T (p − xk ).

(37)

We can rewrite the reconstruction error for p:
e(w) = ∥p − Nw∥2 = wT Cw.

(38)

By constructing the Lagrangian, we have:
L(w, λ) = wT Cw + λ(1T w − 1),

(39)

where 1 is an all-1 column vector. It is easy to derive that:

w=

C−1 1
.
1T C−1 1

(40)

Once this set of LR reconstruction weights have been obtained, we use them for SR. First we find
the corresponding HR patches {y1′ , y2′ , . . . , yk′ } of these nearest neighbor LR patches identified before.
Then the recovery of the HR patch is the linear interpolation of these HR patches on the same weights
obtained in Eq. 40.
The following experiment demonstrates the local linear reconstruction results for SR under metric
preservation. In this experiment, for an LR input image (Fig. 8(a)), we want to increase the resolution
only for the foreground (i.e., the head of the moose), while blurring the background. This is feasible as
we can manipulate the training data. After collecting a set of supervised LR-HR training pairs (positive
pairs for the foreground and negative ones for the background), we replace the HR image patches in the
background class by homogeneous patches at the average intensity of these HR patches. This in turn
changes the local neighborhood relationship and the affinity in the HR space. When we have learnt the
transformation kernel to preserve this HR affinity, for any LR patch, we find its local neighbors in the
transformed space. Then a linear combination of their corresponding HR patches is the output of this LR
patch. Fig. 8(c) shows the output of the entire image. Comparing with the HR image in Fig. 8(b), it is
evident that the resolution of the head of the moose has been significantly increased, while the rest of
the image is largely blurred, as expected.
C. Linear Metric Preservation for Tracking
1) Comparing with Method without Metric Preservation: To validate and demonstrate the effectiveness
of metric preservation for tracking LR targets, we compare our proposed method with a differential
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(a)
Fig. 8.

(b)

(c)

The super resolution result of the foreground part. (a) the low resolution image, (b) the high resolution image, (c) the

super resolution result of foreground part only.

tracker without metric preservation. We select the Car sequence for this comparison for the following
three reasons. First, the target is quite small in the whole video. There are merely 35 pixels to describe
the target of interest. Shape features and corners can hardly work well on this video. Second, the target
shares the similar appearance as the background, and it has a low contrast to the gray road. Third, those
cars that are passing by the target are strong distracters to the tracker. Due to the above three reasons,
the target cannot be easily separated from the background and be tracked continuously.
Fig. 9 shows our comparison on this testing video. The first row shows the results of the proposed
method, and the second row shows the results of the baseline method (SSD template matching). It’s
clear that, by having the metric preservation in LR tracking, our method can adaptively select a better
metric to separate the target from the background. As the metric adjustment significantly enhances the
discrimination power, it largely improves the tracking accuracy. Even when there are distracters, as shown
on the left in Fig. 9, the proposed method can smoothly track the target without jittering. This example
well demonstrates the effectiveness of using metric preservation in LR visual tracking.
We also give a quantitative comparison. For the Car sequence, we obtain the ground truth of this
sequence by manually labeling all the video frames. The comparison on tracking error (in pixels) is
shown in Fig. 10. It is consistent with the subjective evaluation as shown in Fig. 9. It is clear that the
proposed method outperforms the baseline.
2) Comparison between Linear Metric Preservation and Discriminative-based Feature Selection Method:
To better demonstrate the effectiveness of metric preservation for tracking, we compare our algorithm
with discriminative-based feature selection [27] on tracking LR object. The subjective tracking results
are shown in Fig.11. In the Parade sequence, the target of interest shares the same appearance as the
background objects which makes it very challenging for tacking, especially in LR video. It’s evident
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Fig. 9.

A comparison of the tracking result with metric preservation(top) and without metric preservation(bottom) on the Car

sequence.

Fig. 10.

A quantitative comparison between methods with and without metric preservation on the Car sequence.

that the discriminative-based feature selection method [27] fails to locate the target while our method
can keep outputting precise results as shown in Fig.11. The quantitative comparison is shown in Fig.12,
which is consistent with the subjective results. Both results show the superiority of our method over the
discriminative-based feature selection method [27].
3) Comparison between Linear Metric Preservation and Discriminative Metric Learning: One of the
recent publications most related to our work is TUDAMM [22]. It is largely based on Globerson and
Roweis’ method [21]. The comparisons between our method with TUDAMM are shown in Fig. 13 and
Fig. 14. Globerson and Roweis’ method aims to enlarge the discrimination between positive and negative
data by mapping them to two discrete values. This method neither preserves the structure of the data
space, nor proves to have good convergence property. The results of directly employing TUDAMM for
LR tracking are shown in the bottom row in Fig. 13. Due to the lack of detailed visual information to
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Fig. 11.

Comparison between metric preservation and discriminative-based feature selection [27] on the Parade sequence.

Fig. 12.

A quantitative comparison between metric preservation and discriminative-based feature selection [27] on the Parade

sequence.

discriminate the target and the false positives, TUDAMM is still unable to give good performance. On
the contrary, metric preservation tries to preserve the affinity structure of the HR space which provides
extra information for matching, and enhances the discrimination between the target and the distracters.
The tracking results under metric preservation are shown in the top row in Fig. 13. Moreover, we give
the quantitative comparison between metric preservation and TUDAMM in Fig. 14. Comparing with
the method that applies Globerson and Roweis’ method directly on the LR videos, both objective and
subjective comparisons demonstrate the superiority of our method.
4) Other Tracking Results of Linear Metric Preservation: We have extensively tested our method on
many other challenging sequences. The videos we tested are all in LR. The sizes of the targets are within
tens of pixels in total. Good features can hardly be extracted from these videos, which makes it difficult
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Fig. 13.

A comparison of the tracking result between metric preservation(top) and TUDAMM [22](bottom) on the Runner

sequence.

Fig. 14.

A quantitative comparison between metric preservation and TUDAMM [22] on the Runner sequence.

to track the target accurately and consistently.
In Fig. 15, we present the tracking results on the Tennis sequence. This example shows how our method
is able to handle the unstable observations. In this sequence, the target movement causes large appearance
changes. Thanks to metric preservation, we can perform matching in the transformed feature space. As
shown in Fig. 15, our method can comfortably output accurate tracking results.
An example of handling the rapid movement of target is shown in Fig. 16 on the Badminton sequence.
The target in red uniform is moving fast in this video. Though the target only has tens of pixels, our
method can correctly estimate the target position throughout the entire sequence.
Another example exhibiting spatial distracters is given in the Horseracing sequence in Fig. 17. As we
mentioned before, in this sequence, there are several horses sharing almost identical visual appearance.
Thus, when we want to track the target horse, the other horses are very likely to be the false positive
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Fig. 15.

An example on the tennis sequence using linear metric preservation.

Fig. 16.

An example on the Badminton sequence using linear metric preservation.

matches, as illustrated in the first row in Fig. 6(b). Fortunately, preserving the metric in HR in LR feature
space helps us discriminate the target from the distracters as shown in the second row in Fig. 6(b). By
adjusting the metric in LR, our method is able to preserve the subtle difference in HR, and discriminate
different objects in LR. As shown in Fig. 17, our method can track the target of interest robustly.
5) Extension of Basic Linear Metric Preservation for Tracking - Multiple Objects: The proposed
method can easily handle the multiple objects tracking problem by sightly modifying the basic single
tracking algorithm. As shown in Fig. 18, we want to track three cars, each of which is a distracter of the
other two. Besides that, each car only has about 30 pixels. Moreover, the cars do not show good contrast
to the background, which makes the tracking problem even harder. However, with the help of metric
preservation, extra information leant from the LR-HR training data is used in LR tracking. It improves
the discrimination power for matching, and enhances the tracking performance. The tracker under linear
metric preservation comfortably tackles the multiple objects tracking problem as shown in Fig. 18.

Fig. 17.

An example on the horseracing sequence using linear metric preservation.
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Fig. 18.

An example on the MultipleCar sequence using linear metric preservation.

D. Kernel Metric Preservation for Tracking
1) Comparison between Linear and Kernel Metric Preservation: Although the proposed linear metric
preservation method works well for most of our testing videos, it is confronted by the situation where
the positive and negative data are not linearly separable. The proposed kernel metric preservation method
aims to handle this difficult situation.
Fig. 19 gives a subjective comparison on the Sprite sequence. In this sequence, the target is moving
in front of a clutter background. The tracker can be easily distracted by the similar appearance in the
background. The top row in Fig. 19 shows the tracking results of the linear metric preservation method,
and the bottom row shows the tracking results of the kernel method. We can observe that the linear metric
preservation method does not work very well on this Sprite sequence, because the positive and negative
data are heavily mingled together. In contrast, as shown in Fig.19, the proposed kernel method is able to
cope with this difficulty very well. The kernel metric preservation method tracks the object successfully
throughout the whole sequence.
The quantitative comparison of tracking error (in pixel) between the kernel method and linear method
is given in Fig.20. Both evaluations show that the proposed kernel method works better than the linear
metric preservation method in such a challenging case.
2) A Convergence Study of Kernel Metric Preservation: In Fig. 21, we give examples of convergence
on different LR videos under kernel metric preservation. The first row in Fig. 21 indicates the test video
frames. The second row gives the convergence study of the metric preservation method, where the x-axis
represents the number of iterations, and the y-axis represents the output of Eq. 24. For kernel metric
preservation, the testing samples need to perform convolution. Considering the large amount of training
samples, without losing generality, we further choose 20 representative clustering centers in kernel metric
preservation. From Fig. 21, it’s obvious that, in all the cases, our kernel method is able to converge after
8-10 iterations.
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3) Other Tracking Results of Kernel Metric Preservation: To demonstrate the tracking effectiveness
using kernel metric preservation, we test the kernel method on various videos, as shown in Fig. 22, 23,
and 24. As we mentioned earlier, in LR videos, the target does not have sharp edges. Pixels on the target
boundary are usually mingled with the nearby background pixels, which makes the LR tracking problem
challenging. Besides that, the unstable visual appearance makes tracking even harder.
The gray car in Fig. 22 shares the similar appearance with the background. By employing the kernel
metric preservation method, the discriminative information is integrated into the motion estimation as
described in V-B. Moreover, although the target undergoes large appearance changes over time, as shown
in Fig. 22, the kernel method can track the target persistently. Another example is shown in Fig. 23.
Distracters nearby are likely to fail the tracker. As shown in Fig. 24, there is a distracter that produces
a false positive match around the target. The tracker may fail because of the inaccurate matching in the
linear method. Yet the kernel method, giving more accurate matching, reliably estimates target location
throughout the entire sequence.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a visual tracking method for LR video based on metric preservation. Because
of metric preservation, we no longer need to explicitly perform SR as a preprocessing step before
analyzing the input LR video. Thus our tracking method is computationally efficient. Moreover, we
obtain a closed form solution to motion estimation under both linear and kernel metric preservation. The
theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the proposed method is robust and accurate.
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